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CHAPTER 1

That October night, residents of many Italian towns bordering
the Tyrrehenian Sea did not get much sleep.
Anzio and Netturno, amidst much flooding, gave up on their
electricity. Torvaianica, the usually peaceful town where Joe Kodi
lived, took the full brunt of the storm and was now inaccessible by
road. Litter, lifted by hissing winds, swirled. Trees on the streets
quivered. Doors and windows of houses shook and slammed,
while a number of roofs abandoned homes in a fit of betrayal.
Other casualties, albeit of a different kind, were inflicted
too; dogs, frogs, and even cats, (agile masters of the dark) stood
still in suspense, uncertain whether this stretch of the sea near
Rome, which contracted and expanded menacingly, concealed
an unpleasant and final surprise that it was poised to unleash.
Joe Kodi’s bedroom, which overlooked the sea, was silent,
apart from the tick of the clock on the wall opposite his bed
on which he lay. Veiled by darkness, it appeared to hint with
mischief at midnight—an hour that to him promised only peril,
like a bad omen. As he had cause to expect, another nightmare,
which the rest of the night was surely saddled with, was nigh.
He was clear that his having earlier fallen briefly asleep on
this fourth consecutive night of his vigil was sheer treachery, but
he was not upset with himself anymore over this.
His heart had stopped pounding. He was breathing evenly.
He was alert.
1
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He had already vowed to himself that he would not be caught
unprepared again.
Back in his native village of Ahamba, on the bank of the river
Niger, in midwestern Nigeria, his much loved grandmother had
often said, “A child bitten twice by the same snake, in the same
bush, has himself only to blame.” And, at Ahamba, the local
calendar ran for four days only, the last being the most intensive
of market days. Folklore held that on such a day, deities of the
land in human form mingled with indigenes and traders from far
and wide, on the market square. The purpose of this was mainly
to observe; thus, many practices that fell foul of the expected
standard of conduct in the course of trade were usually isolated
and dealt with later, often to the applause of the cheated.
Sometimes, in the tranquil of midnight, long after the frantic
daytime haggling over quantity, quality and price of items,
a deity made a visit to a random trader whose earlier conduct
during trade merited punishment.
Other similar acts also incurred such a visit. Failure to comply
in haste with an order to offer selflessly to the Amilima-ocha
(white-lightening) river was an example. The river was so named
because of its clarity, despite its considerable depth. People said
that they saw right through to its very bottom when they stood
by its banks and peered over it. When Ogbueshi (Chief) Nanze,
a not-too-respected elder in the community, made a seemingly
outrageous claim, the people very nearly believed it. He claimed
at a charity event that the nib of a feather he had dropped inside
the river in homage, while not just puncturing its bottom in his
presence, also caused the river, as if in acknowledgment, to turn
momentarily ivory. In Igbo tradition the Igbos being a tribe in
midwestern and eastern Nigeria, the ogbueshi title is accorded
to an adult-male member of the community who has offered a
whole cow to be slaughtered and its meat to be shared among the
people free of charge. It also implies one who is readily capable
of repeating this feat of feasting at anytime. But for this purpose,
a smaller animal was also acceptable.
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In fact, to the villagers, the clarity of the river evoked in
many respects a sense of impartiality and benevolence. Thus, by
its banks, a lot of people eloquently confessed their unworthy
deeds in a bid to attain purity, before solemnly demanding
from the silently flowing river cruel vengeance or punishment
against anybody who, in the past and present, continued to
obstruct their happiness—usually financial progress. They
readily forgave the river even when it appeared to snub any
or all of their requests. “It is unwise to challenge the wisdom
of immortals to whom the river belongs,” Chief Nanze had
argued robustly before the elders at another event earlier in
the season.
The said visit, in the eyes of the indigenes, was sometimes
delayed but only at the pleasure of the deities, who preferred
mostly the last day of the market week.
Regarding the appearance of the deities when they paid
an alleged wrongdoer a visit, the descriptions of their many
unwitting hosts varied. One of them described a deity that visited
in the form of a leopard whose face very much resembled that of
an indigene of the village. It had extra gigantic paws too, added
the woman in question, reporting of her experience.
However, the more readily accepted description was from
one of the twins in the village. He talked of a thin woman in a
loincloth with a chalk-painted body and a completely shaven
head but for a round base on top from whose centre proceeded
a single, powerful segmented lock of greying hair that reached
down to the back of her waist.
Rather uneasy with such a spectrum of claims, the village
crier was no longer content with his traditional role of passing
information to all. He pleaded, as he fluted away on many other
issues of the day, that a halt be called on the extensive blurring of
the line between fact and fiction, as well as superstition. He thus
earned the nickname, “Moral pulse,” of the village, a title he
strenuously refuted, although he came with time to feel honoured
by this unsolicited social elevation.
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But, as it were, Joe Kodi’s belief in claims of this nature had
waned enormously. “It is not many years of sojourn in a foreign
land and culture that have tampered with my patterns of thought,
but rather the power of logic,” he told himself at one point, with
a visible relaxation of his facial features. He thought that this
dread of the deities highlighted the regrettable mentality of the
people of Ahamba. Such thinking was until approximately four
nights ago, one which like tonight, came among other things
with thunder, forks of lightening, and heavy downpour.
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